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Dewalt planer dw733 dust collection

Preferred Partners of Grid is 1-inch square. Watch TheRepair Video Part Number: 5140102-55 Ships within 1 business day *This part replaces obsolete part #: and DW7331. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Make a Dewalt 733 planer dust hood for less then 5 bucks This is my first blog so I hope I get it right. I bought a used 733 a few
months ago that did not come with a dust collection hood. After getting it home I had to try it out, ran a pine board through it and blew chips and dust 5 foot . Well being frugal as I am, no make that cheap I decided to try and make something to get me by until I could find a factory hood. This is what I came up with, I have been using it for a few
months now and am happy with it so thought maybe some of you could benefit from it. The first thing you need is a 17 inch piece of thin wall schedule 20 sewer pipe.Lay the pipe on a flat table and place a framing square against it to mark a strait line the full length of it like this. I used a black ink marking pen so I could see the line better Now you
should have a line like this. Now measure 3/4 inches from that line makes no difference which side of the line you measure from. Now use your framing square again and mark the 2ed line like this Now your pipe should look like this with 2 lines 3/4 inch apart. Next step is to measure with the pipe facing you, mark a line on the right side 3 inches from
the end connecting the 2 lines, it should look like this. Next measure from the left side of the pipe 5/8 inch from the end and connect the 2 lines, it should look like this. Ok now we get to the good part. Take a jig saw or other tool and cut out the space between the 3 inch right side and the 5/8 inch left side I found that a jig saw with a fine tooth blade
worked good after drilling a large starter hole at each end. Try to stay on the line to make it strait, I also found that cutting right to left on both lines a little at a time and cutting off the waste as I went kept the cut of tab from getting to long and jumping around help. It also helps to have someone help hold the pipe as you cut, I placed mine in a vice to
hold it but it also required another person to help me worked better. When you get it cut it should look like this. The next step is to cut a center line on the 5/8 inch left side, Mark a line down center of the 3/4 inch space on the 5/8 side and cut the pipe apart when done it should look like this. Stay with me were almost there. The next part you will
need is a plug for the end of the pipe that will go on the left 5/8 inch side. I cut a 4 inch plywood circle and attached a small square knob that I screwed on it from the inside, 4 inch is to small and 4 ½ inch is to big so I just made it 4 inch and wrapped a few layers of duck tape around it until it felt good for the final fit, don’t wrap the tape until you are
ready to install the plug and the pipe is attached to the planer. When you are done it should look like this. Ok now we get to the place where we mount the pipe on the planer. when you look at the back of the planer you see the chip extractor area, Its about 1 inch tall and about 11- 12 inches wide, it will look like this. Looking at it from the side you
will see that there is a small tab at the top and bottom and this is where the pipe is going to slide onto. I looks like this. Now we are going to put the pipe on the little tabs, start on the right side and slowly slide the pipe over the tabs. do not try and lift it on them as your pipe may split on the right hand side, ( don’t ask me how I know this LOL ) just
slide it until you get it so it fits from one side to the other. at this point you may have to make a few corrective cuts to get yours to fit just right. The next 3 photo’s show sliding the pipe on over the tabs. When you get it just right the left side 5/8 inches will fit like you see in this next photo, the reason for the 5/8 inches is so you can put on and take off
the 4 inch end cap and be able to clear the side of the planer, leave this side at 5/8 inches and make all your adjustment cuts from the right side to make the slot fit the tabs, when you think you have the right length of the slot you may need to enlarge the 3/4 inch slot to relieve pressure on the pipe on the right side as it will fit real tight. The left side
should look like this when installed. Now all there is to do is put the 4 inch plug in and screw it place, I just slide it in place and drilled two small hole so it would be easy to put the screws in, when done it should look like this. When You get the screw holes drilled, then ad some sort of hanger to hold the pipe up and to keep it firmly in place. I used
some of this plastic pipe hanger material which worked out great, it looks like this. And when it is in place it looks like this. Well that’s about all there is to it, I stuck a 4 inch metal elbow on the end and it is ready to hook up to the dust collector. This is what it looks like all done. Like I said at the start of this blog the collector has worked for me for a
few months now. I don’t think I will spend any money on a factory hood, I have read where the factory ones clog up some, one this one I have never had it clog up with chips and my dust collector is about 10 feet away and only 1 hp. I do get some blow back of small shavings, but I also get them with the factory hood on my Delta planer, so I don’t think
you can get them all. Like I said it works for my.If you have any questions let me know and I will try to help out. Happy planning Mickt -- Do it right the first time 05-08-2005, 6:38 PM #1 Hello All, I'm in the process of hooking up my machines to my dust collection system. I need to get my Dewalt DW733 planer hooked up. I'd like to make my own
hood with a 6" hook up. Have any of you made one of these? A picture would be great. Mark Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 05-08-2005, 9:46 PM #2 I use the dust hood that came with it as part of the package. Works well, transitions from the rectangle to a round, exits to the right as you are facing the planner feeding in. 05-08-2005, 10:28 PM #3
Originally Posted by Tom Peterson I use the dust hood that came with it as part of the package. Works well, transitions from the rectangle to a round, exits to the right as you are facing the planner feeding in. Tom, How does the factory hood attach to the planer? I see two small screw holes. 05-09-2005, 6:05 AM #4 That's pretty much it. It uses the
two small screws to attach the hood to the planer. 05-09-2005, 7:40 AM #5 Mark, I just use the 4" hood that came with the planer. It has worked great, and the only time it plugs up is when I forget to open the blast gate! I wouldn't think that a 6" connection would make that much of a difference, especially since the planer doesn't make much dust,
just shavings. I have a 1.5 hp Oneida cyclone. Don't be too rough fitting the hood onto the planer or over-torque the screws when attaching the hood ... the hood fittings aren't that robust. DAMHIKT. Bryan in Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada Look alive! Here comes a buzzard! -- Pogo, by Walt Kelly A child of five could understand this. Fetch me a
child of five. -- Groucho Marx. 05-09-2005, 8:39 AM #6 Mark, I have the same planer, and it used to work pretty well even with a shop vac. I now have an Oneida 2hp system, and I service the planer with a 5" drop. I use 5" hose and a 5x4 HVAC reducer at the factory hood. It pulls so much air through there that it whistles. I don't think you really need
to run a 6" to the planer but if you must, just make the reduction at the machine. Skip to main content Includes adaptor for use with shop vacuum For use with DW733 and DW734 Skip to main content Includes adaptor for use with shop vacuum For use with DW733 and DW734
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